MOUNTAIN CARTING GUIDELINE
General provisions
All tourists must familiarize themselves with the mountain carting guideline before
racing and agree to its provisions. The administration of TC “Bukovel” is considered
free from liability for physical injuries and any situations related to the loss of
personal belongings of tourists. The mission of employees is to ensure compliance
with all necessary safety measures. Please remember that the accident rate increases
significantly if tourists neglect the instructions provided herein; not paying attention
to signs and limiting grids; ignore operator requests; drive aggressively or beyond
own ability.
Children under 5 and less than 110 cm tall are not allowed. Children under the age of
16 are allowed if only accompanied by a single parent, who must race in a separate
cart behind the child. Before the race starts, it is required to sign a document
certifying the full parent responsibility for the minor’s safety and behavior. We also
restrict the participation for pregnant women.
The main priority of TC “Bukovel” is ensuring safety of tourists and employees. The
administration of the resort adheres to a zero tolerance policy regarding alcohol and
drug use. Any person suspected being intoxicated is not allowed to participate in the
race and not by any means entitled to ticket refunds.
The resort administration reserves the right to deny the service to any tourist without
further explanation.
By agreeing with the given provisions, the racer is considered liable to compensate
for cart, course and infrastructure repairs - in case of damage dealt due to their fault,
in accordance to the Act documenting the damage done to the property of the resort.
Mountain carting rules
Mountain carting is a contactless sport. Causing collisions, ramming or blocking
other racers is prohibited, for which you may be removed from the slope without the
right for ticket refund or extra race.

Before you start, please make sure that:
• long hair is tied in a knot or hidden under clothes;
• clothing won’t become entangled in the moving parts of the cart and lead to
accidents;

• helmet strap is fastened;
• gadgets, wallets and other items you carry are securely hidden in pockets.
Once you reach the finish line, slow down before entering the pit line. Loading and
unloading is performed at operator’s signal or after a complete stop of all participants
of the race.
What is prohibited?
• ramming the carts of other racers;
• leaving the course, racing beyond the restrictive nets and flags;
• ramming and knocking down the restrictive signs and trail fencing;
• stopping mid-course (without urgent need), complicating the movement of other
racers.
It is allowed to overtake other racers only on linear sections, keeping a safe lateral
distance.
If your cart is damaged as a result of any racing incident (regardless of
responsibility), your race is canceled without ticket refunds. If the administration
determines that you are not responsible for the incident, you will be given an extra
race.
Racers who drive aggressively, showing disrespect to other racers, endangering
themselves and others, driving beyond their ability, neglecting these rules, will be
removed from the the race without ticket refunds.
Received a warning from our employee?
We kindly ask that you realize this measure being necessary to ensure the safety of all
race participants. Do not react aggressively or offensively, this will only lead to your
exclusion from the race. Please respond in a way so that our employee may see that
you are paying attention and understand that you have acted incorrectly.
Listen carefully to the reasons why you were stopped and wait until you are allowed
to resume the race. Do not enter into disputes with the operator: their decision is final,
based on the reports of employees who witnessed the incident.
Any aggressive behavior (physical or verbal) against employees or other racers will
result in immediate removal from the course without ticket fee refunds.

